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Abstract. The recommender system (RS) filters out important information from
a large pool of dynamically generated information to set some important decisions in
terms of some recommendations according to the user’s past behavior, preferences,
and interests. A recommender system is the subclass of information filtering systems
that can anticipate the needs of the user before the needs are recognized by the user
in the near future. But an evaluation of the recommender system is an important
factor as it involves the trust of the user in the system. Various incompatible assessment methods are used for the evaluation of recommender systems, but the proper
evaluation of a recommender system needs a particular objective set by the recommender system. This paper surveys and organizes the concepts and definitions of
various metrics to assess recommender systems. Also, this survey tries to find out the
relationship between the assessment methods and their categorization by type.
Keywords: Recommender System, Information Filtering System, Assessment
Methods

1.

Introduction

With the advent of the Internet and the age of e-commerce, businesses are opting
for Recommender Systems (RSs) to raise sales. RSs have proved valuable for both
service providers and users. RSs address the problem of the paradox of choice. The
paradox of choice means the inability of making an effective choice from many available options. RSs also help companies to increase their sales by advertisement and
promoting new products through the recommendation process. RS can be formally
defined as: Let U denote the set of all users and let I denote the set of all items that
can be used for recommendation. Let f be a utility function that is used to measure
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the utility of item i to user u i.e f : U × I → R, where R is an ordered set. Then
for each user u ∈ U , the items i0 ∈ I will be recommended which maximize the user’s
utility. Hence more formally, it can be defined as ∀u ∈ U, iu 0 = argmaxi∈I f (u, i).
RSs can also be categorized into personalized RSs and non-personalized RSs. A
personalized RS provides recommendations according to the behavior and interests of
the user in the past. But a non-personalized RS provides blind recommendations to
the users without considering their preferences and interests. RS can be used either
for prediction or production of a top-n recommendation list where n is a positive
integer. The schematic diagram of an RS is shown in Figure 1. RS collects the data

Filtering the Data by using
Recommendation algorithms with filtering
techniques

Ranking Algorithms for representation of
Data

Figure 1. Framework of Recommender System
from users through the application software. It then filters the data using a recommendation algorithm and reverts some recommendations to the users by ranking the
filtered data.
The rest of the paper is arranged according to the following ways. The next
section contains a survey of various types of RS. Section 3 describes the different
types of assessment methods for the proper evaluation of an RS. Section 4 outlines
the relationships present between the assessment methods and the paper is finally
concluded in section 5.

2.

Recommender Types

Depending upon several factors, RS can be categorized into various types. RS has
been categorized into many forms by various researchers in the past. Adomavicius
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& Tuzhilin [2] have categorized RSs according to the approaches used, areas of application, and data mining techniques used in them. In this current survey, the RS
has been categorized into 16 types according to its popularity of use in the different
domains and applications which are discussed in the following subsections.

2.1.

Collaborative RS

Collaborative recommender systems predict the rating for the querying user automatically by collecting information from collaborative users with similar preferences
or interests (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin [2]). The major types of Collaborative RS are
Memory-based and Model-based. Memory-based collaborative RS can also be categorized as user-based and item-based collaborative RS.
The memory-based approach uses user rating data to measure a person or item
similarity. Li & Li [52] have proposed a user-based approach for collaborative filtering
using the aggregation function to calculate the rating that the querying user will give
for an item i by aggregating the rating values of similar users as shown in equation 1.
ru,i

= aggru0 ∈U ru0 ,i

(1)

Where U denotes the set of users similar to the active query user u who rated item i.
Pearson correlation and vector cosine-based approaches are the different measures for
similarity computation. The similarity between two users x and y according to the
Pearson Correlation is defined as shown in equation 2.
P
i∈Ixy (rx,i − r̄x )(ry,i − r̄y )
qP
(2)
sim(x, y) = qP
2
2
i∈Ixy (rx,i − r̄x )
i∈Ixy (ry,i − r̄y )
Where Ixy is the collection of items rated by both of the users x and y. The approach
based on the cosine measure determines the cosine-similarity between the user x and
y as seen in equation 3.
P
x~.y~
i∈Ixy rx,i ry,i
sim(x, y) = cos(x~, y~) =
= qP
(3)
qP
kx~k × ky~k
2
2
i∈Ix rx,i
i∈Iy ry,i
Models are constructed in model-based methodology using specific data mining
or machine learning algorithms to predict the users’ ratings for unrated items. Different model-based Collaborative Filtering algorithms are Bayesian networks, clustering
models, latent semantic models like singular value decomposition, probabilistic latent semantic analysis, etc which provide recommendations by developing models of
users’ ratings. The Bayesian network approach develops a probabilistic model for the
recommendation in collaborative filtering. The clustering approach considers it as a
classification problem whereas latent semantic models try to capture the preferences
or interests of a user by a variety of hidden factors.
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2.2.

Content-based RS

A content-based RS aims to provide recommendations according to the profile of the
user. These approaches are best suited to situations where knowledge about an item
is known but not about the querying user. According to Pal et al. [62], RS based
on content treats recommendations as a user-specific classification issue and learns a
classifier based on features of an item for the user’s likes and dislikes. It has used
similarity between items in terms of contents to provide practical recommendations.

2.3.

Hybrid RS

Hybrid RS combines both Collaborative and Content-based approaches in different
ways to take their complementary advantages. Hybridization can be achieved either
by performing collaborative and content-based predictions individually and then combining them or by providing the solution of a collaborative approach into a contentbased solution and vice-versa or by converging the approaches into one model (Kuanr
& Mohapatra [50]). Several studies have proven that hybrid RS provides better recommendations compared to pure approaches. Thuan & Puntheeranurak [80] have
proposed a novel hybrid RS using review helpfulness features and it is found to outperform the traditional collaborative and content-based RS in terms of accuracy.

2.4.

Knowledge-based RS

A knowledge-driven RS makes suggestions based on a particular user request but not
the user’s rating background. Such systems are applied in cases where traditional
approaches such as collaborative filtering and content-based filtering are impossible
to apply. Samin & Azim [70] have proposed a Knowledge-based RS to recommend
course teaching, research supervision, and industry-academia collaboration to users
in academia using a probabilistic topic model. The results have been shown on realworld data and found to outperform the traditional RSs.

2.5.

Demographic Filtering based RS

Demographic filtering-based RS uses a similarity measure as a metric. It tries to find
similarities between user demographic information such as age, gender, occupation,
etc. It stores the demographic information of users and produces a set of recommendations for a new active user according to his/her demographic information. Gupta &
Gadge [36] have proposed an RS by combining item-based collaborative filtering with
demographic filtering to address the cold start problem of the RS. Results present
in that article have also revealed that it has outperformed the existing traditional
collaborative filtering-based RSs.
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Trust-based RS

Trust-based recommendations (TRS) are an improvement of traditional Collaborative
recommendation approaches to increase the accuracy of the recommendation results.
The rationale behind TRS is the use of graphs to represent the interaction between
users and items based on their connection to the particular attributes. TRS is widely
used in social networks to link a large number of users to the network. The trust
between the users u and v is generally represented through trust-based weighted mean
which represents a weighted value as presented in equation 4.
Pv∈RT
r(u, i) =

tu,v rv,i
v
Pv∈RT
tu,v
v

(4)

Tyagi & Bharadwaj [81] have proposed a trust-based RS using case-based reasoning
with collaborative filtering and helped users in decision making that which viewpoints
of other people they should trust more.

2.7.

Context-Aware RS

Context-Aware RS (CARS) applies user context sensing and analysis to provide personalized services. Context Information in RS includes the use of data that characterizes a person to use it, where possible, as contextual knowledge for computing
recommendations. Thiprak & Kurutach [79] have proposed a context-aware RS to
recommend different kinds and types of Thai herbs to the users. It has used association rule mining to find out the relationships between the attributes present in the
dataset.

2.8.

Social network-based RS

Social network-based RS uses social network information, including preferences of the
user, general acceptance of items, and social friends’ influences. It is developed to
make personalized recommendations from such information. Wongkhamchan et al.
[85] have proposed an RS using collaborative filtering based on social networks to
recommend top-n points of interest to the user. It has used collaborative filtering
using rating values to find out the similar users and used user’s check-in information
from social networks to provide recommendations.

2.9.

Soft computing Techniques-based RS

Soft computing technique-based RSs can handle the uncertainties present in the various models like business marketing activities. These RSs are usually designed based
on the concepts like particle swarming, neural networks, genetics, evolution, etc.
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2.10.

Reclusive methods-based RS

Collaborative filtering is focused on finding user similarities. Unlike collaborative RS,
the reclusive approach exploits the characteristics of objects and requires their representation. Hence this method is assumed as the complementary method of collaborative RS. Reclusive method-based RS finds the similarities between objects rather
than users.

2.11.

Rating-based RS

The RS based on rating uses empirical data ( i.e. ratings) to forecast the taste of
the user. Rating-based RS is generally incorporated with a model-based collaborative
filtering RS. Ajesh et al. [5] have proposed a rating-based RS to provide recommendations considering ratings of the users, current trends, and the mindset of the active
querying user for whom it will generate a recommendation.

2.12.

Feature-based RS

The rating-based RSs use historical data (i.e. ratings) to predict user preferences.
Nonetheless, one distinctive feature of the feature-based systems is that users are
required to express their expectations about specific features of items directly. These
RSs are particularly useful for recommending items that are rarely consumed during a
user’s lifetime or those that require a substantial monetary engagement like notebooks,
vehicles, or digital cameras. Hayashi et al. [39], Spiekermann & Paraschiv [76] have
proposed RSs using feature-based filtering to select meaningful items for providing
the recommendations.

2.13.

Case-based RS

The case-based recommender systems are derived from case-based reasoning (CBR)
approaches (Brusilovsky et al. [14]). CBR systems solve new issues by using the
case-base of prior problem-solving interactions rather than codified rules and basic
domain constructs. It also finds a similar case and modifies the approach to the target
situation (Bridge et al. [13]).

2.14.

Utility-based RS

Utility-based RS is based on a calculation of the usefulness of every item for a user.
Users may explicitly or indirectly indicate their preferences for a set of attributes that
characterize multiple product-type attributes. The benefit of utility-based RS is that
non-product property like product availability can also be added to utility computa-
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tion. Zielinski [95] has proposed a case-based RS using a knowledge model. It has
considered the current state and pedagogical strategies of the learner to recommend
learning objectives according to the preferences of the learner.

2.15.

Critiquing-based RS

Critiquing-based RS is an extended version of case-based and utility-based RS with
critiquing as an additional component. It produces recommendations based on the
needs of the user and the user feedbacks as critiques in each recommendation process.
It tries to increase the accuracy of an RS by predicting the user’s needs in the next
recommendation cycle. Giustozzi et al. [30] have proposed a critiquing-based RS that
collects the preferences of the user through interaction and critiques and recommends
appropriate learning resources to the user.

2.16.

Personality-based RS

Personality-based RS may offer more personalized services as it better understands
the user from a psychological point of view. Unlike rating-based systems, personalitybased RS provides both implicit and explicit means of evaluating the attributes of a
user. Implicit methods infer user identities mainly by examining user behavior while
executing a given task whereas explicit methods focus on personality questionnaires.
Hariadi & Nurjanah [38] have proposed a book RS considering the personality of the
user and attributes of the books. It has considered personality factors like preferences
and interests to find out the most similar users and has used attribute factors to
provide a recommendation.

3.

Assessment Methods for Evaluation of a RS

The capability of the RS can be quantified through various assessment methods. RS
should be properly evaluated before application, as they bring users’ satisfaction to the
system. The job of the RS is not only to suggest specific items to the user but also to be
so accurate that the user should consume some of the items from the recommendation
list. But users’ interactions and consumption experiences are a big deal for the RS.
Researchers have also sought various assessment methods for assessing RS instead
of just using statistical performance and machine learning techniques (Herlocker et
al. [41]). Suggestions from an RS should be measured by the value that the user
can produce. The various concepts for the assessment of an RS are discussed in the
following subsections.
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3.1.

Prediction Evaluation

The majority of RSs are based on the technique of prediction that predicts a user’s
opinion about items or the probability of usage. Prediction evaluation is one of the
important evaluation categories which judges the prediction capability of an RS to
gain the trust of users. An RS is assumed more efficient if it has a more accurate
prediction capability. Prediction evaluation is independent of the user interface and
therefore suitable for offline experiments. The various assessment methods for the
prediction evaluation of an RS are discussed in the following subsections.
3.1.1.

Accuracy

The accuracy assessment method determines the consistency in similarity to the facts
or the real value the system produces. It is one of the useful tools for the assessment
of RSs and it can be defined as shown in equation 5.
Accuracy =

N umberof successf ulRecommendations
T otalN umberof Recommendations

(5)

Let R(u,i) represents the user u’s predicted rating for the item i and r(u,i) represents
the user u’s actual rating for the item i. Then accuracy can be reformulated as shown
in the following equation 6.
P
(∀u,i/rs(u,i)=1) 1 − |r(u, i) − R(u, i)|
Accuracy =
(6)
M
Where r and R are two binary functions and M is the number of recommended items
shown to the user. Here, rs(u,i) represents the recommendation of the item i to the
user u. rs(u,i) is 1 if the item i is recommended to the user u and 0 if the item is not
recommended. Armstrong et al. [7] have proposed an RS to provide recommendations
for appropriate hyperlinks to a particular search in the world wide web where it has
used accuracy to evaluate the system. Rogers et al. [67] have used accuracy as an
evaluation metric for evaluating the route prediction in a route advisor system. Billsus
& Pazzani [10], Burke [15], Pazzani et al. [61] have used the accuracy as an assessment
method for the evaluation of their proposed system.
3.1.2.

Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

MAE is one of the assessment methods popularly used to evaluate RSs. It estimates
the difference between the rating predicted by the RS and the rating given by the
user. The MAE can be calculated by using the following equation 7.
P
(∀u,i) |r(u, i) − R(u, i)|
M AE =
(7)
N
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Where N represents the number of observations that depends on the number of items
that the user correctly rated. Several recommender systems like Breese et al. [12],
Herlocker et al. [40], Shardanand & Maes [74] have used MAE for their assessment
purposes.
3.1.3.

Root of Mean Square Error (RMSE)

RMSE calculates a larger difference in rating prediction for larger errors (Ricci et
al. [66]). It is one of the commonly used tools for prediction evaluation. It can be
calculated by using the formulae as shown in equation 8.
sP
2
i∈rsu (r(i) − R(i))
(8)
RM SE =
N
Where N represents the number of recommendations to the user. The various RSs
(Goldberg et al. [31], Ma et al. [55]) in the past have used this measure for their
assessments.
3.1.4.

Coverage

Coverage is usually used for evaluating the whole RS but not for the evaluation of the
recommendation list. It can be categorized into three types as item space coverage,
user space coverage, and genre space coverage (Ricci et al. [66], Vergas et al. [83]).
Item Space Coverage applies to the size of the things an RS forecasts. An RS
with less coverage of items limits user recommendations (Silveira et al. [75]). It
prevents the user from discovering valuable device items which in effect affects the
user’s overall satisfaction with the system. The item space coverage for prediction
evaluation is defined in equation 9.
Coverage =

|Ip |
I

(9)

Where Ip represents the predicted list of items and I represents the size of the set of
items. Ricci et al. [66] have used the item space coverage for assessment purpose.
User space coverage deals with the proportion of users that an RS can predict
items to those users. User space coverage would measure the rate of users who receive
effective recommendations. No particular metric is available for user space coverage
(Silveira et al. [75]).
Genre space coverage is characterized as the count of different varieties of items
suggested to the user. Hence genres space coverage is more related to diversity recommendations rather than prediction evaluation (Hurley [45]). No particular metric
is also available for genre space coverage in the literature.
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Table 1. Confusion Matrix for retrieval of documents with two classes

Retrieved
Non-retrieved

3.2.

Relevant

Non-relevant

RR
NR

RN
NN

Evaluation for recommendation as sets

Sometimes, RS produces recommendations in terms of a set of items according to
the preferences of the user. The items present in the list need to be evaluated for
relevancy to check whether they meet the preferences of the user or not. The various
assessment methods that are used for the evaluation of this set of items present in
the recommendation list are discussed in the following subsections.
3.2.1.

Precision, Recall and F-measure

Precision and recall are proved as the two important metrics for RS from the domain of
Information Retrieval (IR) (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto [9], Fisher et al. [28]). These
two assessment methods are computed with the help of confusion metrics generated
by RS as shown in Table 1. The non-binary rating values r(u, i) can be converted into
binary values by taking into account some unique threshold value to get the confusion
matrix (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto [9], Fisher et al. [28]).
Precision can be defined as the capacity of RS for showing only useful items to the
user and tries to restrict the useless items not to be present in the recommendation
list. Hence precision can be defined by the following equation 10.
P recision =

RR
RR + RN

(10)

The recall is defined as the ability to get all the useful items in the recommendation list. Equation 11 represents the formula to obtain recall.
Recall =

RR
RR + N R

(11)

With greater recall, the chances of removing useful items get increased and also
increases the chances of removing all useless items. However, with greater precision,
the chances of removing useful items get decreased and also decreases the chances of
removing all useless items. Due to this property, both precision and recall are having
opposing behaviors as shown by the point dotted line in Figure 2. One parameter
can be raised at the expense of decreasing the other parameter, and so they are not
addressed in isolation. Either the value of one metric is compared for a fixed level of
the other one or both are combined into one metric. But a good RS always tries to
optimize both the parameters as shown in the dashed-dotted line in Figure 2. The
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Figure 2. Behaviour between Precision and Recall

metric which is derived from the combination of these two metrics is F-measure which
defines the system’s overall utility as seen in equation 12.
F − measure(β) =

P recision × Recall
(1 − β) × P recision + β × Recall

(12)

The most usual version of F-measure is F1 by considering beta=1/2 in equation
12. It is therefore also known as the harmonic mean of precision and recall as seen in
equation 13.
P recision × Recall
F1 = 2 ×
(13)
P recision + Recall
3.2.2.

ROC Curve

ROC Curve is used as a measuring parameter of accuracy for the RSs. It is used in
the recommendation process to measure the rate at which the user likes the items. It
highlights items that were suggested but disliked by the user. It denotes recall against
fallout where fallout is defined by equation 14. Optimizing the ROC curve is similar
to the precision and recall optimization as shown in Figure 3 (Davis & Goadrich [25],
Fawcett [27]).
RN
F allout =
(14)
RN + N N
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Figure 3. Behaviour between Fallout and Recall

3.3.

Evaluation for recommendation as a ranked list

In many applications like Netflix, a user gets a list of recommendations that contains
some items that the system predicts the user to like. The system tries to represent
a ranked list with the correct ordering of items according to the choices of the user.
The various assessment methods for the evaluation of these ranked lists are discussed
in the following subsections.
3.3.1.

Half-life

The half-life value is defined as the difference between the rating of the user for
an item and that item’s default rating. It is useful when the user is having a long
recommendation list and the user consumes only a few items from the top of the list.
The likelihood that the user finds a specific item on the ordered list is estimated using
a function of exponential decay, parametrized by a parameter for half-life decay. It
displays the rank of the item in the list, and there is a 50 percent chance that the
user can see the item. It also influences the exponential decrease in the ranked list
value of the positions. Considering r(c, li ) be the rating rated by the user u to the
ith item of the recommendation list l and α as the half-life parameter, the expected
utility of the item li is defined in equation 15. A half-life decaying model with matrix
factorization for recommender system is proposed in Ardagelou & Arampatzis [6].
Rc =

X max(u(c, li ) − d, 0)
i−1

i

2 α−1

(15)
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Discounted cumulative gain (DCG)

DCG deals with the rank of highly relevant items so that they will not be ignored by
the user while consuming (Jarvelin & Kekalainen [46]). DCG can be calculated by
using the formulae as shown in equation 16 for a recommendation list with length l.
DCG(b) =

b
X

l
X

rn +

n=1

n=b+1

rn
logb n

(16)

Where rn indicates the relevance of the nth ranked object and b is the persistence
parameter which is usually taken as 2. The value of rn is usually 1 for a relevant item
and 0 for a non-relevant item.

3.4.

Diversity Recommendation

Diversity is considered as the inverse meaning of similarity. Some situations in RS
demand items to be diverse from each other to give the user the flexibility to choose
a different kinds of items according to his/her preferences or interests. The various
assessment methods used to check the diversity of the items present in a recommendation list are discussed in the following subsections.
3.4.1.

Diversity

Diversity is a complementary approach to the similarity measure. The recommendation list generated by the RS should include the user’s whole set of interests and
there should be a wide variety in the recommendation list (Kunaver & Pozrl [51]).
All the researchers in the past have argued that diversity presents a broad variety
of items in a recommendation list. Kunaver & Pozrl [51] have proposed a intra-list
similarity concept for the calculation of diversity in which the function d(i, j) is used
to calculate the distance between the two elements i and j in the recommendation list
lu as shown in the equation 17.
Diversity(lu ) =

X X

d(i, j)

(17)

i∈lu j∈lu i6=j

As stated by Zhang et al. [90], cosine similarity can also be used as a distance
function to calculate diversity. The distance function therefore in equation 17 can be
replaced by a cosine-similarity function as shown in equation 18.
Diversity(lu ) =

X X

cosinesim(i, j)

(18)

i∈lu j∈lu i6=j

The concept of Rank Information Retrieval can also be used for the calculation of
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diversity as shown in equation 19. This method has used a rank-discount differential
function to determine the location of every pair of items being analyzed (disc(k) and
disc(l|k)) to access the intra-list similarity. It also uses a distance function (d(ik , il ))
between the items ik and il . Cosine similarity measure can also be used as a distance
function and hence equation 17 can be redefined as shown in equation 19 (Vargas &
Castells [84]).
Diversity(lu ) =

|lu | |lu |
X
X

disc(k)disc(l|k)d(ik , il )∀ik 6= il

(19)

k=1 l=1

3.4.2.

Novelty

Novelty is described as the property for getting novel items in the list of recommendations. It can be broadly categorized into three types: Life-level novelty, System-level
novelty, and Recommendation list novelty.
The user should be unaware of novel items (Ricci et al. [66]). Life-level novelty
is the hypothetical way to measure the novelty as the RS has to inquire whether the
user identifies the items. Zhang et al. [90] have concluded that items utilized by
the users should be considered by RS when formulating predictions. Items that the
users have not ever encountered before in their history are novel items. Developing
methods to measure life-level novelty is not easy, as the RS has to find certain details
to determine what the user knows and doesn’t know. The researchers have not suggested any metrics in the past to measure the life level novelty.
System-level novelty indicates that a novel item for a user is something that
the user has little or no expertise in it. All the researchers in the past have developed different system-level novelty metrics but they all have approached the same
concept. They all have considered the system-level novelty as the dimension of the
items unknown in the recommendation list. System-level novelty can be measured as
the closeness between the items in the recommendation list lu and the user’s history
hu (Nakatsuji et al. [58]) as shown in equation 20.
N ovelty(lu ) =

X

minj∈hu d(class(i), class(j))

(20)

i∈lu

Where class(i) represents the class of item i and d is the distance function. Systemlevel novelty can also be determined by adding up the demand of items in the list
generated by the user’s RS (Ricci et al. [66], Gravino et al. [34]) as shown in equation
21 and 22.
X log pop(i)
2
(21)
N ovelty(lu ) =
|lu |
i∈lu

|popularity(i)|
(22)
N
Where pop(i) reflects the popularity of element i by taking into account the number
of users who have already consumed it and N is the number of users.
N ovelty(lu ) = 1 −
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Recommendation list novelty is associated with the RS at the recommendation
list level. It is represented as the unrepeated items in the recommendation list which
are not in the user’s knowledge. User information is not required to find out recommendation list novelty. A recommendation list novelty by considering the intra-list
similarity has been proposed by Bobadill et al. [11] as shown in equation 23.
X
1
1 − d(i, j)
(23)
N ovelty(lu ) =
|lu | − 1
j∈lu

Where d(i, j) represents the distance between the item i and j. Another more efficient metric for the recommendation list novelty using the rank-discount differential
function as used in section 3.4.1 for calculation of diversity has also been suggested
which takes into an examination of the location of items in the recommendation list
as shown in equation 24.
N ovelty(lu ) =

|lu |
X

disc(k)(1 − p(seen|ik ))

(24)

k=1

3.4.3.

Serendipity

The word serendipity means a lucky finding or a rewarding revelation (Silveira et al.
[75]). Many of the researchers like Ge et al. [29] and Kotkov et al. [49] in the past
have argued that serendipity is the users’ perception of the recommendations that
they receive. It can also be defined as surprising recommendations or surprising and
interesting items for the user (Ricci et al. [66], Ge et al. [29]). Due to the involvement
of unexpectedness and utility, serendipity can be divided into two types: primitive
serendipity and non-primitive serendipity.
Primitive serendipity has been proposed using the relevance function and position
of the item in the recommendation rank. The relevance function returns 1 if the item is
relevant to the user and 0 otherwise. The position of the item in the recommendation
rank can be found out as
countk (k)
k
which is shown in equation 25.
Serendipity(lu ) =

|lu |
X
k=1

max(Ru [k] − P Mu [k], 0)relevance(ik )

countk (k)
k

(25)

Where P Mu is the Primitive Recommender. Another metric for serendipity using the
unexpectedness of the item is proposed as shown in equation number 26.
P
iU nexpu U tility(i)
Serendipity(lu ) =
(26)
|RSu |
Where U N EXPu represents the surprising item for the user u and is calculated as
U N EXPu =RSu - P M u. RSu represents the recommendations for the user u. The
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utility function is maintained by the system.
Primitive serendipity can also be defined as the rate of not expected (RSu -EPu )
items as shown in equation number 27.
Serendipity(lu ) =

(RSu − EPu ) ∩ U sef ulu
|RSu |

(27)

Where EPu represents the set of expected items and U sef ulu represents the set of
useful items in the recommendation list.
The non-primitive serendipity using cosine similarity has been proposed in (Zhang
et al. [90]). This uses the cosine similarity metric to determine the resemblance
between the suggested items (RSu ) and the items consumed by the customer in the
past (HCu ) as shown in equation 28.
X X Cosinesim(i, j)
1
(28)
Serendipity(lu ) =
HCu
RSu
iHCu jRSu

The low similarity value represents high serendipity as the recommended items should
not be very identical to the items consumed by the user in the past.
3.4.4.

Unexpectedness

Unexpectedness can be considered as a part of serendipity and can be defined as deviating items expected to be consumed by the user (Murakami et al. [57]). The metrics
for unexpectedness can also be divided into two types: primitive unexpectedness and
non-primitive unexpectedness.
Ge et al. [29] have proposed a metric for primitive unexpectedness by considering unexpectedness as a deviation from the expected recommendation as shown in
equation 29.
U nexp(RSu ) = RSu − P Mu
(29)
Where P Mu represents the set of predicted items by the primitive recommender for
the user u and RSu represents the set of items in the recommendation list. Another
metric for primitive unexpectedness has been proposed as the rate of unexpectedness.
The set of unexpected items can be calculated as RSu -EPu . As EPu =P Mu , this
metric can also be defined in another way as shown in equation 30.
U nexp(RSu ) =

RSu − P Mu
RSu

(30)

According to Kaminskas & Bridge [47], the metrics for non-primitive unexpectedness do not involve the predictions for the primitive recommender and only associated
with the unexpectedness. This formula has compared the recommended items to the
items that the user consumed in the past and tests if the user already understands
the predictions as shown in equation 31.
X X
U nexp(RSu ) =
P M I(i, j)
(31)
iRSu jHCu
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p(i,j)
p(i)p(j)

(32)
− log2 p(i, j)2
Where p(i) is the probability that the users will rate item i. Another metric using the
probability of co-occurrence and features of items has been proposed in Adamopoulos
& Tuzhilin [4] as shown in equation 33.
P M I(i, j) =

U nexp(RSu ) =

1
1
|Fi |

Iv
v,wFi Iv +Iw −Iv,w

P

(33)

Where Iv determines the number of items that have feature v and Iv , w determines
the number of items that have both features v and w.

3.5.

Utility Recommendation for online evaluation

Utility-based assessment methods are used in online tests for assessing the effectiveness of the RSs for users. Generally, user experiments are made to evaluate the RS
when it is implemented in the industry. The metrics used to assess RSs in the industry
are click-through-rate (CTR) and retention. The accuracy-based assessment methods
such as error metrics, precision, and recall can also be utilized for online evaluation
as utility-based methods.
3.5.1.

Click-through-rate (CTR)

The consistency-based metrics such as error thresholds, precision, and recall can also
be utilized for online measurement as value-dependent thresholds. Click-through rate
(CTR) is defined as the ratio of items consumed out of the total number of recommended items. Generally, the clicked or interacted items are considered as the
consumed items. CTR is a very useful tool for the RSs that are implemented in the
industry as it helps to determine how many items the user consumes successfully from
the overall products in the recommendation list. This demonstrates the recommender
system’s efficacy in predicting important items for the user. The metric for CTR is
shown in equation 34.
|N Cu |
U tility(RSu ) = CT R =
(34)
|RSu |
Where |N Cu | is the number of items consumed by the user u and |RSu | is the number
of items found in the user’s recommendation list u. The various researchers in the
past (Zhou et al. [94], Chu & Park [24]) have effectively used this measure for the
assessment of their RSs.
3.5.2.

Retention

Retention is another assessment tool used to test an RS online and it tests the capacity
of an RS to encourage users to access items or use the system (Shani & Gunawardana
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[73]). It is one of the measures needed to track how long users spend on their system
and has been used as an evaluation measure of Netflix. According to Zhou et al. [94],
the online retention checks are executed as A / B tests, and the retention delta is
determined as shown in equation 35.
U tility(RSu ) = 4Retention = Pt − Pc

(35)

Where Pt is the number of users in control and Pc is the number of users in test
groups of the A/B test.

4.

Relationship between Assessment Methods in Recommender
System

The selection of suitable assessment methods for the evaluation of an RS plays an
important role in the designing process of an RS. Various RSs in the literature have
used different assessment methods for the evaluation process as shown in Table 2.
From the various articles listed in Table 2, we can find that most of the RS have used
MAE and RMSE as the assessment methods for prediction accuracy. These methods
are mostly used to measure the closeness of the predicted value with the real value
(Li & Li [52], Li & Murata [53]). Precision, recall, and F-measure are the important
metrics that are used by many RSs as the recommendation of sets (Chen et al. [19],
Asim & Khusro [8]). They are regarded as the metrics for decision support as they can
be used to differentiate between right and wrong predictions in an RS. DCG is another
metric found as the popular metric for the recommendation as a ranked list. RSs use
this metric to rank the recommendations according to the preferences of the users
(Zielinsk [95], Zheng & Pu [93]). Some accurate RSs may provide recommendations
of the same type leading to a monotonous experience. The nontraditional methods
like diversity and novelty are popularly used by the RSs to check the presence of
this monotonicity in the recommendations (Castells et al. [17], Hurley & Zhang
[44]). From the survey, it is also found that the click-through-rate metric is used
by many of the RSs to evaluate users’ engagement with recommendations. It can
also be concluded that the assessment methods to evaluate an RS should be selected
as per its utility so that it can properly convey the design implementation of the
RS. However, there exists some implicit relations between the assessment methods as
shown in Figure 4 which should be taken care of while evaluating an RS.
The methods of assessment can be categorized as user-dependent and userindependent according to their relation to user information. User-dependent methods
are sensitive to user’s information. Half-life, system-level novelty, unexpectedness,
serendipity, RMSE, MAE, precision, and recall come under the category of userdependent methods for evaluation of an RS. The user-independent methods simply
evaluate an RS or a recommendation list without depending on the user’s information.
Diversity, recommendation list novelty, and coverage fall under the user-independent
category.
The arrows present in Figure 4 indicate the relationships between the assessment
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Table 2. Assessment Methods used for Different Recommender Systems
Sl.No. Type of RS

Research Papers

1

Collaborative RS

[52], [20], [64], [71],
[88]

2

Content-based RS

[60], [19], [8], [16]

3

Hybrid RS

[80], [59], [91]

4

[70], [53]

6

Knowledge-based
Rs
Demographic Filtering Based RS
Trust based RS

7

Context-aware RS

[1], [69], [3]

8

Social
networkbased RS

[85], [22], [43]

9
10

Rating-based RS
Feature-based RS

[5], [86], [72], [26]
[39], [23], [78]

11

Case-based RS

[13], [32], [77], [35]

12

Utility-based RS

[95], [93], [63], [54]

13

Critiquing-based
RS
Personality-based
RS

[30], [33], [21], [65]

5

14

[36], [48], [37], [62]
[81], [89], [92], [56]

[82], [87], [42], [68],
[17], [44]

Assessment
Methods
Used
MAE, RMSE, F-Measure,
Precision, Accuracy, Coverage Ratio
MAE, Precision, Recall, Accuracy
MAE, Precision, Recall, F1measure, Accuracy
Precision, Recall, NDCG
RMSE, MAE, Sensitivity,
Specificity, Accuracy
MAE, RMSE, Coverage, Hit
Ratio, Prediction shift, Precision, Recall
MAE, Coverage, Accuracy,
RMSE
MAE, RMSE, Similarity
Rank,
Recall,
Precision,
F-score
RMSE, Accuracy, MSE
Precision, Recall, MAE,
RMSE
MAE, RMSE, Accuracy, Precision, Recall
Ranking,
DCG, NDCG,
Rank, Utility
Relevance, Utility, Accuracy,
Confidence, Ranking
F1-measure, Precision, Recall, Success ratio, Diversity,
Novelty
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Precision
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Diversity
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DCG
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Ranking
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Serendipity
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ROC-Curve

Unexpectedness

Figure 4. Assessment Methods for Evaluation of Recommender Systems
methods. Accuracy is related to MAE as Accuracy = 1 − M AE. The assessment
method F-measure depends on the values of precision and recall as shown in equation
12. Similarly, unexpectedness and novelty are related to serendipity because serendipitous recommendations by nature are novel. After all, the user must not be aware of
them (Ge et al. [29], Herlocker et al. [41]). Meanwhile, Serendipitous items need to
be unexpected as they are the recommended items that are considered as a rewarding
surprise to the user according to the definition (Ge et al. [29]).
The dashed arrows in Figure 4 present the possible correlation among the methods. Coverage would have a relationship with unexpectedness as uncovered items may
increase unexpectedness to the user. Coverage could be related to diversity as shown
by a dashed line in Figure 4. Similarly, a relation between diversity and serendipity
and between diversity and coverage can also be possible. Unexpectedness may also
have a relation to diversity.

5.

Conclusion

This article reviews various assessment methods for the evaluation of an RS. The
assessment methods are the primary factors in identifying and establishing an RS.
The users always expect accurate recommendations and the performance of any RS
is judged on this basis.
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So, the assessment methods play the important role in designing an RS where
various algorithms are compared and the best one is always selected for application
design. The direct and indirect relationships between the assessment methods are
also explored that affect the overall performance of the system.
The assessment methods evaluating RSs are mostly developed by the researchers
or with the cooperation of the industry. The current real-life RSs include the assessment methods like retention, CTR, coverage, accuracy, and utility. In comparison to
academic research, real-life RSs mostly adopt coverage and utility. However, in reallife RS, the engineering efforts also play a significant role to improve the performance
of the RS. Hence sometimes, the system has to compromise with the efficiency to
ignore the engineering effort to improve its performance.
This article can help the researchers to get an overall idea about the various assessment methods, their relationships, and their use in the designing of an RS.
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